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Finishing Your Necklace
Welcome to week four of the Meredith Necklace weave-along.

You can watch the week four introduction video here.

This week you will finish your piece which will include:

-Trimming the ends coming out of the side of your necklace.
-Sewing the warp ends back into the piece on both ends.
-Stringing onto either the leftover thread coming out of the end bead or, if
that is not long enough, you will need to sew that end it into the piece and
add a new one. You will use this thread to pick up some gold beads and to
attach the gold heart charms.

https://youtu.be/JfMwWYd_8Dc


To remove your piece from your loom, release the tension by turning the
wing-nuts counter clockwise. Remove the warping bar. There you have it, a
pile of woven beads! Trim the ends coming out of the side of the piece as
close as you possibly can so they don’t show. Always, when trimming
anything on a bead piece, make sure you do not cut the wrong thread.
Since they are rather thin and closely spaced, it can happen.



You will need to finish the warp ends on both sides of the piece. Trim the
loops at the end of the warp ends excluding the end coming out of the last
bead which you will use to attach the gold charm. If that thread is too short
you will have to sew it back into your piece and attach a new thread to
attach the gold charm. In our case the thread was long enough.



Sew through a few beads.

Tie a loop around the warp thread where your needle emerges. This loop
will secure the thread.



Sew through the rest of the row coming out at the side of the piece.



Thread the next thread and sew it through a few beads. Tie a loop around
the warp thread to secure it. For this end and the rest of them instead of
sewing to the other side of the piece, sew back from where you came.
Why? Because you want to avoid having too much thread going through
the beads. If you have too much thread going through a bead you might
find yourself unable to put an additional thread through that bead or you
might break the bead. So if you sew back from whence you came you will
reduce the amount of thread build up.

Sew in all the warp threads in this manner.

Trim the ends at the side. Do NOT accidentally trim any other ends. Have I
done this in the past. YES! And you do not want to. I think if you did there
would be a way to save the piece. But beads can be finicky. I will modify a
common saying to: think twice and cut once!



Lastly you are going to string the gold heart charms. If the thread coming
out of the final bead is long enough you can use that. If it is not long
enough, sew it back into the piece and attach a new thread in the same
manner you attached a new weft thread when weaving. String 40 of the
bright gold beads or so. String the gold heart charm.



Sew back through the eleventh bead so that ten beads encircle the hole of
the charm.

Sew through the rest of the beads. To secure the end of this thread, sew it
up through the piece securing it with a loop before sewing through some
more beads and trimming the end.



Place your two ends next to each other. Start a new thread and then sew
the sides of the two ends together. Just go through a couple of beads at the
side. These beads have not been sewn through so no need to worry.
Sew together seven rows and then bury the thread back in the piece.



There she is!



Now that you have finished this piece we thought you might want to try your
hand at another piece. We are including a bracelet pattern including the
beads you used in your necklace. In Beadographer use the project key
NNMQEB to get the pattern.

The bracelet pattern makes a piece three quarters of an inch wide. We
suggest using the three quarter inch beadslide clasp to finish it.

To determine the length of the bracelet: I wove the complete piece. My wrist
is exactly 6 inches in circumference.  The pattern we provided is 6.38
inches long. To determine how long to make this piece measure your wrist.
If it is 7 inches, add an inch to the piece. Just design and add some
symbols similar to the ones that are established. The bracelet will fit your
wrist perfectly.

https://mirrixlooms.com/collections/weaving-accessories/products/elegant-elements-bracelet-clasps?variant=4864458752030)


We hope you’ve had fun weaving this piece and will continue to use the
wonderful Beadographer software to make many more pieces in the future.

If you'd like us to share your finished work with us, email
elena@mirrixlooms.com with a picture! We can't wait to see what you've
created!

mailto:elena@mirrixlooms.com

